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Ephesians 5:11, 13-16:  "And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works of 
darkness, but rather reprove them. But all things that are reproved are made 
manifest by the light: for whatsoever doth make manifest is light. Wherefore he 
saith, Awake thou that sleepest, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall give 
thee light. See then that ye walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as wise, 
Redeeming the time, because the days are evil."  
The 1828 Noah Webster Dictionary defines: 
Reprove: To blame, to convince of a fault, or to make it manifest, to excite a 
sense of guilt. 
Circumspectly: Cautiously; with watchfulness every way; with attention to guard 
against surprise or danger. 
Matthew 24:24:  "...if it were possible, they shall deceive the very elect."  
II Corinthians 2:11:  "Lest Satan should get an advantage of us: for we are not 
ignorant of his devices."  
II Chronicles 7:14: "If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 
themselves, and pray, and seek my face, and turn from their wicked ways; then 
will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, and will heal their land."  
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++ Pipe bombs sent to CNN Soros, the Clintons, Barack Obama and others - total 
staged attack as we predicted  
This is an obvious staged attack put together by globalists to blame Trump 
supporters, desperately trying to alter the outcome of the mid-term elections. 
America is under siege. This is the last desperate attempt to defraud the voters 
and steal the election. 
You can see proof of these predictions below: 
August 10, 2018: “Censorship PURGE points to imminent false flag violence 
before mid-term elections… bigger than 9/11?” 
Aug. 10, 2018: “Censorship PURGE points to imminent FALSE FLAG violence” 
Emergency Alert! Green Light Given For Deep State To Trigger Terror Attacks 
Mike Adams Comment: The “fake pipe bomb” events we all witnessed today are 
nothing more than Democrats mailing fake pipe bombs to other Democrats. 
This is their last, desperate ploy to try to control the outcome of a mid-term 
election they’re terrified of losing. And with that loss will come the implosion of 
the Democrat party, the mass arrests of thousands of deep state traitors, and the 
exposing of the left-wing media as a lying, anti-American “journo-terrorism” 
operation that despises truth and democracy. 
The fake pipe bombs sent to the addresses of Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton, 
CNN and others are pathetic propaganda attempts based on “bombs” that look 
like nothing more than road flares duct taped to kitchen timers. They aren’t even 
good fakes. They’re so obviously not real bombs that much of the internet is 
mocking the entire affair. 
“Proper pipe bombs don’t have wires connected to both ends. That’s dumb,” 
observed Tom Sauer, who describes himself as a former bomb disposal officer. 
“A proper timer would best be stored inside the pipe, making it fully 
encapsulated,” he says. “This is nearly the same as a bundle of road flares 
wrapped together with an old-timey alarm clock ticking away.” 

 
Play to 11:37: How The False Flag Distracted Americans From The Migrant 
Caravan 

 
Play to 6:48: OCTOBER SURPRISE 

 
Declaration of War by Mexico & Guatemala--Trump May Enact "War Powers Act" 

Tuesday, October 23, 2018 9:51  
AP Photo / Fernando Antonio 
By Capt. Dave Bertrand, Ret. 
As the American Flag is burned by so-called 
asylum seekers, we’re now learning of a “pact” 
between the Mexican and Guatemala presidents 
who are joining together to help the army of 
invaders, now estimated to be 14,000 plus, to 
gain access to the United States, with help 
along the routes. 
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Trump is said to be invoking the “War Powers Act” (which defines the difference 
between “Posse Comitatus” versus military action on U.S. soil) if America is 
under attack by a foreign government. 
Mexican President Enrique Peña Nieto and Guatemalan president Otto Perez 
Molina have agreed to assist the invaders….. 
“Labeled “The Southern Border Program to Improve Passage,” it is an officially-
sanctioned, coordinated effort on the part of Mexico and the nations of Central 
America to invade the United States.” 
“The agreement provides a network of border checkpoints through which an 
internal Mexican travel document will be issued, which is valid for a period of 72 
hours. That document, known as a Regional Visitor’s Card, will provide temporary 
legal status to those in Mexico illegally for the sole purpose of invading the 
United States.” 
Trump is treating the invasion as a threat to National Security and NOT a 
humanitarian crisis, which the Dems are pushing a federal judge to stop the 
regular military from being deployed. 
 “Sources in Washington tell me the Administration is looking to use this as a 
lawful casus belli – (cause for war) . . . . not only to put a stop to vast illegal 
immigration, but to wipe out the Drug Cartels and human trafficking networks 
operating openly in Mexico.” –Hal Turner (Former FBI) 
“Pursuant to 50 U.S. Code § 1541 (c)(3) the President may use such troops in a 
“national emergency created by an attack”  
White House: Art. 4, Sec. 4 Authority to Act on "Foreign Invasion Force" 
approaching Southern Border; "Courts have No Say" 
Mattis to send 800 more troops to US-Mexico border ahead of migrant caravan, 
reports say  
Patriot analysts believe the Deep State will TRY to use the invasion by conducting 
an act (at the border) which will “turn the stomachs of Trump supporters.” Thus 
far…..the invasion (their Caravan of hope) is backfiring on Dems and will suffer a 
major blow at the polls this November. 
While 14,000 are moving north, Mexico is helping them, while an estimated 40,000 
in northern Mexico, are waiting to join the invasion. This is an ACT of War by 
Mexico and offers an opportunity for Trump to cross into Mexico with military 
force. 
Reference the 82nd Airborne being deployed, there is obviously a media blackout 
in-order to NOT scare the majority of invaders until such time that they are much 
closer to the U.S. border. Family members of the 82nd Airborne are tweeting and 
confirming the deployment. 
The 1st Armored Division is (also) on deployment orders….. 
How the military will be used is the big question, but it appears they will have the 
power of arrest (IMO). We also can expect injuries including death for whatever 
reason, because it is expected to be an overwhelming invasion at the Port-of-
Entries in Texas, California and now Arizona, (according to FoxNews) including 
intel that thousands within the invasion are criminals having been deported from 
the U.S. and will enter the U.S. border in remote areas. 
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It would be wise and reasonable for all county sheriffs along the entire border to 
begin deputizing retired former military and law enforcement types to assist. 
Ranchers along the border need to ramp-up security and citizen border watch 
groups need to mobilize immediately. 
—Dave Bertrand 
Comment by Hal Turner: This entire "invasion" by illegal aliens has been planned 
since at least July 7, 2014, when the Presidents of Mexico and Guatemala, 
announced a program for illegal aliens entering Mexico, to get temporary travel 
papers as well as financial help, food, and other "privileges" to continue their trek 
toward the US Border.    
This program was announced by those two Presidents on July 7, 2014 and was 
assisted in its design during the prior year (2013) by then Secretary of State: 
Hillary Clinton.  
This whole debacle of the "migrant caravan" was planned YEARS in advance . . . 
and as Hillary was SUPPOSED to win the Presidency, this was to be the wipe-out 
of US sovereignty that globalists have long yearned for!   
Now, the globalists are moving ahead with their invasion plans. They want to 
show the US can be invaded at their whim.  They hope President Trump TRIES to 
stop it, because when force is used, they will use video of the enforcement to 
upset Americans with the hope Democrats can take power two weeks from now 
on election day.   
https://beforeitsnews.com/v3/search/?q=dave+bertrand&sa= 
Another COMMENT: 
It is the craziest thing I’ve ever seen. We are being invaded by a rabble of disease 
carrying demon possessed criminals interested in only bringing down America. 
And the media is on their side! Notice they only want to enter through California, 
not Arizona, New Mexico, or Texas; they will only accept California. Tell me it is 
not all orchestrated! And the left is encouraging their believers that these are just 
women & children seeking asylum. What in h*** are the average left leaning 
citizens thinking? Have they lost their minds? Where I live the neighbors all think 
we should help those poor, persecuted people who only want to improve their 
lives. TB, Whooping Cough, Measles, Polio, are not an issue. Crime – so what? 
Has a substantial part of America completely lost their minds? In the meantime 
Feinstein and Pelosi are doing their best to rathole as much money as they 
possibly can against the day America falls. 
State of the Nation Comment:  
Let’s be real: massive migrant caravans don’t just happen naturally; they’re 
engineered by clandestine manipulators operating way behind the scenes.  And 
with LOTs of cash to pay off the border crashers as well as the border officials. 
The entire push to crash the USA’s Mexican border has been stealthily 
engineered by George Soros & Company.  The “Company” refers to the 
Rothschild international banking cartel which is essentially a tyrannical global 
crime syndicate. 
KEY POINT: SOTN has called for the immediate arrest, prosecution and 
imprisonment of George Soros. (Soros Must Be Arrested, Prosecuted and 
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Imprisoned to Prevent Civil War)  To allow a well-known traitor to the Republic to 
roam free on the streets is an insult to every law-abiding American citizen.   
This shadowy cabal of banskters and warmongers profits handsomely from war 
and chaos.  In fact, disaster capitalism provides them with one of their largest 
revenue streams over many decades across the planet.  Because they own and 
operate the major military powers that constitute the NWO, it’s quite easy for 
them to run an integrated monopoly that trades in war and mayhem throughout 
the planetary realm.   
The Soros-funded NGOs across America have been working overtime to steal the 
midterm elections.  They have organized in ways that will never be known to rig 
the election by any means necessary to flip both the House and the Senate, as 
well as to turn as many state and municipal governments as blue as possible. 
See: OCTOBER SURPRISE! Anything goes until November 6th, especially this. 
The single best way to achieve these electoral goals is to flood the U.S. with 
illegal aliens who can then be set up to vote Democrat.  When leftist Soros-run 
NGOs have guaranteed your illegal entry into the country, you are indebted to the 
Democrats practically forever.  The payment of that debt is illegally voting 
straight Democrat for the rest of your unlawful squatting in the country. 
Make no mistake, this Blue Wave from Central and South America is a LOT larger 
than we are being told by the mainstream media (MSM).  In reality, it’s a 
massive BLUE tsunami generated to compensate for the RED tsunami that is 

headed to the polls on 
November 6th. See: So 
this is the Democrat blue 
wave! 
Blue Wave 2018 
It’s entirely true: the 
Democrat Party is in such 
a state of collapse 
nationwide that the DNC 
made a command 
decision to turn the tide 
by triggering a 2018 
election tidal wave of 
illegal aliens.  They know 
they had no other way to 
win elections except to 
flood the voting booths 
with illegal aliens in 

sanctuary cities and sanctuary states across the country.  This is their Plan A, B 
and C. 
The preceding photo captures just one small blue wave this month.  There are 
actually many more rolling across Mexico, most of them completely unreported. 
The ongoing “HONDURAN INVASION” is being given a lot of press as a way of 
triggering all the other blue waves south of the border to begin their trek 
northward.  Isn’t this Soros-directed scheme obvious with Mexico permitting their 
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own border to be crashed (Rothschild banksters have obviously paid off all the 
Mexican corruptocrats).  By the way, since when does a nation not exert complete 
control over their border WHENEVER THEY REALLY WANT TO. 
For the uninitiated, this globalist operation — Blue Wave 2018 — represents a 
central pillar of their New World Order agenda designed to irreparably tear the 
social fabric of America.  Only in this way can the perps create the social chaos 
and political pandemonium necessary to foist a communist government on the 
USA.  Each of these illegal aliens is a future political bolshevik or violent 
anarchist or communist agitator or socialist provocateur willing to break the law 
and carry out barbaric acts of bloodshed. 
The Democrats have become such a failed political enterprise because of their 
utter lawlessness, moral bankruptcy and deliberate incitement of social chaos 
that they have chosen an extreme path toward an elusive victory.  And, they really 
don’t care how they’re perceived anymore because they know that a big loss at 
the polls means the end of their seditious communist agenda and naked cultural 
marxist strategies.  It may also mean the effective end of their Democrat party. 
Conclusion 
As we quickly approach the final stretch of this campaign season, the body 
politic can expect much more manufactured mayhem and divisive disorder.  
These violent tactics form the very backbone Cultural Marxism.  When political 
bolsheviks don’t get what they want peacefully, they will always attempt to 
acquire it forcefully.  That’s just what they do. See: Soros and the Left will attempt 
to violently take over America if they don’t win the midterms 
Therefore, it’s imperative that patriots everywhere stay vigilant.  Truly, the best 
way to ensure a post-election period of law and order is to pray like never before.  
Because the United States of America needs prayer like never before. 
https://beforeitsnews.com/v3/war-and-conflict/2018/2470428.html  

 
+2+ Bible Verses Regarding Corrupt Governments 
Psa 94:20 Shall the throne of iniquity have fellowship with thee, which frameth 
mischief by a law? 
Comment: The KJV also translates the root word for “Frameth” as: fashion, form,  
& make & also translates the root word of “Mischief” in the following manner: 
iniquity, misery, painful, perverseness, sorrow, toil, travail, trouble, wearisome & 
wickedness 
Psa 94:21 They gather themselves together against the soul of the righteous, and 
condemn the innocent blood. 
Psa 94:22 But the LORD is my defence; and my God is the rock of my refuge. 
Psa 94:23  And he shall bring upon them their own iniquity, and shall cut them off 
in their own wickedness; yea, the LORD our God shall cut them off. 
Pro 29:4 The king by judgment establisheth the land: but he that receiveth gifts 
overthroweth it. 
Ecclesiastes 5:8 If thou seest the oppression of the poor, and violent perverting 
of judgment and justice in a province, marvel not at the matter: for he that is 
higher than the highest regardeth; and there be higher than they. 
Proverbs 29:2 When the righteous are in authority, the people rejoice: but when 
the wicked beareth rule, the people mourn. 
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Gen 6:11 The earth also was corrupt before God, and the earth was filled with 
violence. 

 
The Pre-Positioning of Assets In Advance of Invasion  
There is a major story breaking in the Southwest. As I unfold what I now strongly 
believe is the beginning of a Red Dawn invasion, please consider the following 
press release from Homeland Security: Gang members and people with 
“significant criminal histories” are embedded in the massive migrant caravan of 
mostly military-aged males marching up to the United States. DHS spox Tyler 
Houlton said Tuesday in a tweetstorm: 
“The DHS can confirm that there are individuals within the caravan who are gang 
members or have significant criminal histories,” The DHS then confirmed Judicial 
Watch’s reporting that people from Bangladesh, Congo, South Asia and the 
Middle East are also traveling with the caravan. 
Play: Paul Martin and Dave Hodges Connecting the Dots 

 
Mob Caravan Exposed 
WWW.DAVEJANDA.COM  
Play to 8:41: https://youtu.be/9fknUdhMYUs 

 
AMERICAN TRUCKING COMPANY CAUGHT ON VIDEO CARRYING "MIGRANTS" 
FOR BORDER INVASION!  
Wednesday, 24 October 2018 15:14  

 
Video out of Mexico today shows an AMERICAN TRUCKING COMPANY using it's 
flatbed trailers to carry hundreds of illegal alien "migrants" toward the US Border 
to aid and abet their illegal entry into the United States! 
In the video, shown below, a truck pulling dual flatbed trailers with the company 
name "Javier" is shown along with its US Department of Transportation (DOT) ID 
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number. The video below shows the truck hauling the illegal aliens, and we used 
it to look up the owner info of the Trucking company . . . 
Here is the truck--Closer examination of video images reveals a United States 
Department of Transportation registration number on the truck: 

 
Here is the Company information for that 
DOT registration number: 
When the company was called via phone at 
the number shown above and asked why 
their trucks were in Mexico aiding and 
abetting Illegal aliens trying to invade our 
country, the female who answered the phone 
stuttered and hung up. 
Here is the video of the truck aiding and 
abetting the transportation of illegal aliens 
(trying to invade the United States) in their 
"migrant caravan." 
Related:  
+ "Migrant Caravan" LOOTS / ROBS Food 
Store; Beats-up Owners in Mexico 

+ Is This The Democrats 'October Surprise?' Funded By Globalists, This Act Of 
War Is Part Of The Planned Take Down Of America - There Is So Much More Than 
Meets The Eye To This 'Caravan'  
Previously Deported Join... 
Yet Another Caravan Started in El Salvador!) 
Proof! Migrants Only Walk for Photos! Huge Trucks Are Transporting These 
Funded "Migrants" This Is an Army Invasion; Make No Mistake (Videos) 
Caravan Invaders Caught Getting Paid To Invade United States - GOP Rep 
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Sounds the Alarm  
Absolute Proof that Soros Is Funding the Midterm Caravan 

 
List of Current Event Prayer Points: The Full Implementation of Real ID in 2020, 
South African Genocide of Whites, For God to neutralize & stop the Fukishima 
Nuclear Radiation Contamination, Nuclear Radiation Reactors Breaking Down 
Worldwide, Stopping the Big Brother Draconian Changes Taking Place 
Worldwide, Midterms, Trump and those surrounding him, Stoppage and Exposure 
of the Latin American, Chinese, Russian and Muslim 5th Column Sleeper Cell 
Solders imbedded in America, Stoppage and Exposure of the Crimianl Invasion 
force coming up through Mexico now, Stoppage and Exposure of the Muslim 
Invasion of Europe, America and Canada,  The eradication of CERN and all 30,000 
particle colliders worldwide & the D-Wave Quantum Computers, The eradication 
and exposure of all Pedophile & Child Sex trafficking networks worldwide, LGBT 
movement and the normalization of pedophilia to be stopped, The eradication of 
all abortion clinics & Planned Parenthood worldwide & the stripping of all the 
powers of witchcraft from the owners and employees of these sick ‘for profit’ 
businesses, the eradication worldwide of all Chemtrail programs & Nexrad 
Doppler Ultrasound weather manipulation and NASA’s Blastwave Accelerators 
used to create tsunamis and storm surge plus all DEW’s (Directed Energy 
Weapons) causing the fires worldwide, the eradication worldwide of all planned 
deep state & Muslim false flag events prepared between now the and midterms 
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